On Thermodynamic and Kinetic Mechanisms for Stabilizing Surface Solid Solutions.
Many processes for energy storage rely on transformations between phases with strong separation tendencies. In these systems, performance limitations can arise from undesirable chemical and mechanical factors associated with the phase separation behavior. Solid solutions represent a desirable alternative, provided the conditions for their formation are known. Here, we invoke linear stability theory and diffuse-interface mesoscopic simulations to demonstrate that solid solutions can be stabilized near surface layers of phase-separating systems. Two factors are found to drive surface solid-solution formation: surface relaxation of solution self-strain energy and anisotropy of diffusion mobility. Using a strongly phase-separating LiXFePO4 particle as a model system, we show that the relaxation of the solution self-strain energy competes against the relaxation of the coherency strain energy to stabilize surface solid solutions. Our theoretical understanding also suggests that highly anisotropic diffusion mobility can provide an alternative kinetic route to achieve the same aim, with stabilizing behavior strongly dependent on the specific alignment of the surface orientation. Our findings provide fundamental guidance for manipulating solid-solution behavior in nanoscale structures, in which surface effects become especially significant. Beyond energy storage materials, our findings have important implications for understanding solid-solution formation in other phase-separating systems from metal alloys to ceramics.